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Singing hymns of praise is standard practice&#151;now itâ€™s time to set your feet a-tapping with a

collection of original dance moves inspired by Jesus and the likes of Moses and John the Baptist.

Dances include: the Water Walk, the Temptation Tango, the Judas Hustle, and The Apostolic

Conga. Each dance move is outlined with: how to, inspiration, and an illustration. Slyly irreverent but

ultimately festive, Dancing with Jesus is illustrated in full color. Best of all, two of the dances are

animated for full effect by a lenticular cover and last-spread finale, making this a truly one-of-a-kind

novelty item!
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Hi, mortals!Most humans don't realize what a terrible dancer Jesus is. Which is why I love this book.

Each page lovingly explores in detail just how badly Jesus dances.I mean seriously, it's pathetic.

He's the lamest and whitest dancer in the history of lame white dancing. That's right, he's doing the

Carlton on the cover.I encourage everyone to get this book so you can laugh at My Son's 'dancing'

as well.Love,God

He may have holes in his feet but he does NOT have any holes in his game! Watch Jesus turn

water and wine into a Yahweh part-ay. I recommend everyone to read this book and urge the

church to amend the bible and add this gospel of funk. If you want to see miracles, then you need to

see how Jesus turns Jew lepers into two-steppers.



I knew he could raise the dead, didn't know he could drop it like it's hot! Holy spirited fun for

everyone.. turn some water into wine, pass around the loaves and fishes, and get down with your

disciples!

My brother got me this for my birthday - we have a tradition of sending each other "joke" books.

Normally he gets me something useless,but this book is just AWESOME. It's hilarious. Definitely

irreverent, but probably not offensive. Dancing with (white) Jesus - "this book can help you nail it".

Learn moves like "the carpenter clog" and once you've mastered the moves you can embellish with

your own moves like "the saw" or "oops, I hit my thumb".

This book is an absolute stroke of genius. It was obviously divinely inspired. Two of the dances are

animated for full effect by a lenticular cover... so you move it back and forth and Jesus shows you

the moves in the holiest of ways. This is an awesome conversation starter and a great coffee table

book.If when you saw this book you though to yourself "no way!" you should reconsider and say

"Yahweh!" instead and buy this gem of a book.

This book was a hilarious gift for my "newly religious" brother. I can't wait for the release of The

Macarena with Moses!

This book is amazing. We laugh every time we read it. We are agnostics and bought it for our

church-loving sister. She loves it as well. The "moving" pictures are just an added bonus! It's a must

have!

As much as many people are leaving gag or "joke" reviews, there is a very serious aspect of this

book that should not be discounted. That is the fact that, at long last, we have photographic and

physiological proof that Jesus was Caucasian. Let this important literary work be the end of the

debate.
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